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The writing is on the wall and it seems certain that 
businesses and consumers will face the headwinds of 
a changing economy in 2023. To prepare for the future, 
strategies are needed to face the challenges of inflation, 
labor shortages and rising interest rates. What will these 
changes mean for the turf and landscape industries? 
With inflation reaching its highest level in two decades, 
consumers will become more discerning in their 
purchasing decisions. It will become more important than 
ever to offer products with a competitive advantage and 
to develop a creative and educational digital marketing 
approach to win sales. As diesel fuel climbs over $5 per 
gallon and driver shortages continue, transportation costs 
will continue to have a significant impact on our industries. 
Developing a strategy to create efficiencies in load 
management and routing will save money and provide a 
hedge against sharply rising costs in transportation. Sod 
Solutions, through its various business units, has real 
solutions to offer in 2023 to help you succeed in spite of 
the changing economy.

Our Turfgrass Licensing business unit is offering a portfolio 
of improved turfgrass varieties balanced with tried and 
true options as well as newly released varieties that are on 
the cutting edge of breeding technology. Our field staff is 
available to meet with you to evaluate the needs of your 
customer base and introduce some new varieties that 
are significantly improved. Many of these newly released 
varieties were developed by land grant universities, often 
through sponsored research supported by turf farm 
contributors, with specific targets that include improved 
drought tolerance, less mowing, fewer inputs, earlier 
spring green-up and better winter color. Several of these 
grasses were developed using state-of-the-art breeding 
techniques. These new grasses are not just the latest and 
greatest but have the potential to be real game changers 
for growers and consumers with unique improved 
genetics. 

Please visit page four to learn about our latest turfgrass 
releases from NC State, Texas A&M and Mississippi State 
University. Developing and releasing these new improved 
varieties would not be possible without support from 
growers and sponsored programs.

Technology is something everyone talks about it but 
what is its practical application for a sod farm? What is 
really needed? There are many aspects of technology that 
help improve efficiency and cut costs including high-tech 
farm equipment, smarter irrigation and management 
software. Our Software Technology business unit offers 
Turf Logistics® for order, harvest and transportation 
management. We believe what this platform has done 
for the office/owners at turf farms is comparable to what 
automatic harvesters have done for production. New in 
our technology cupboard is recently released SatQuote™ 
and SatMeasure™. These systems are targeted to the 
landscape industry and provide accurate measuring and 
professional quote generation to landscape businesses.

2022 has been a breakout year for our Sod Solutions 
Professionals business unit. This unit was created to 
drive sales of Sod Solutions’ turf brands in commercial 
and professional applications to the benefit of licensed 
growers. An increasing number of golf courses, sports 
fields, HOAs and other entities are increasingly engaging 
and working directly with Sod Solutions Professionals for 
their jobs.  

Sod Solutions can also help your business grow online 
sales through our Sod Home business unit. We invite 
you to become a provider on SodSolutions.com. Our 
technology team can also assist in developing an 
eCommerce solution for your farm.

Our team looks forward to providing more information 
about these various opportunities in the coming year. 
Here’s to a successful 2023!

Message from the President
Tobey Wagner  |  Sod Solutions  |  President  |  twagner@sodsolutions.com
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Sod Solutions has released several successful 
turfgrass varieties over the years and understands 
the significance of introducing a new cultivar to 
the market. The marketing effort necessary by all 
parties to successfully launch a new variety - creating 
brand awareness and demand - is matched by the 
production effort by licensed sod farms in preparing 
land, properly handling plant stock and investments 
in equipment. For all these reasons, Sod Solutions 
does not take lightly the introduction of new varieties. 
At the same time, we are dedicated to supporting 
turfgrass research programs and delivering innovative 
products that will benefit the turfgrass industry.

The development of a new turfgrass cultivar can 
take anywhere from 10 to 20+ years of research and 
evaluation, and typically, the industry will see a new 
variety released every couple of years. What makes 
the period between November 2021 and September 
2022 unique is the fact that three independent 
turfgrass research programs (Texas A&M, Mississippi 

State and NC State) released four new varieties—
two St Augustinegrasses, a zoysiagrass and a 
bermudagrass. Each of these grasses is uniquely 
suited to provide improved performance to both sod 
producers and end-users in a wide geographic range 
for a variety of market segments, including home 
lawns, golf, sports and commercial applications. 

 Cobalt™ Hybrid St. Augustine  
Cobalt™ Hybrid St. Augustine was released by 
Texas A&M University in January 2022. Cobalt is a 
fast-growing St. Augustine with excellent drought 
tolerance, disease resistance and shade tolerance. Its 
level of drought tolerance will change the way people 
think about St. Augustine grass and water use. Cobalt 
is the first hybrid St. Augustine grass developed using 
the embryo rescue technology where sterile polyploid 
germplasm (with drought and pest resistance) is 
crossed with fertile diploid genotypes (with superior 
shade, cold tolerance and visual characteristics.)

Years of Research Yield  
Four New Turfgrass Varieties
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 Lobo™ Zoysiagrass &   
 Sola™ St. Augustine 
Lobo™ Zoysiagrass and Sola™ St. Augustine were 
released from North Carolina State University. 
Lobo Zoysia, released in November 2021, is a 
low-input, fast-growing zoysia with less water 
and fertilizer requirements. It features a fine 
texture and a stunning look. Released in August 
2022, Sola St. Augustine follows in the footsteps 
of the long-standing NC State cultivar, Raleigh 
St. Augustinegrass. Sola adds a number of 
improvements including aggressive growth, shade 
tolerance, drought tolerance and superior sod 
strength in combination with turf quality. While the 
new line is comparable to Raleigh in terms of cold 
tolerance, it possesses an improved pest resistance 
package having better tolerance to chinch bugs and 
gray leaf spot.

 Celebration Hybrid™ Bermudagrass 
Celebration Hybrid™ Bermudagrass was released 
from Mississippi State University in September 
2022. Celebration Hybrid is an improved 
variety resulting from crosses of Celebration® 
Bermudagrass. Celebration Hybrid exhibited top-

tier drought tolerance in the most recent National 
Turfgrass Evaluation Program (NTEP) bermudagrass 
trials but also adds many other improved features 
that may make it the best overall bermuda on the 
market. It showcases a finer texture and better 
shade tolerance than its predecessor, Celebration, 
with fewer seed heads and with less thatch. It also 
has a better cold tolerance, performing well deep 
into the transitionzone. It was trialed at golf course 
sites across the Southeast United States where it 
was favored by superintendents.

All four grasses are the result of a focused approach 
by breeders to develop truly improved grasses.  
None of this would be possible without support 
from growers and sponsored programs. We are 
confident that the industry will look back at 2022 
as a historical mark when four major grasses from 
three separate universities changed the industry in 
a positive manner. 

If you are interested in licensing for one of 
these new turfgrass varieties, please scan the 
corresponding QR codes to fill out the license 
request form so we can contact you.
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Our Resource Tab Offers: 
 
SALT Information – Read about the purpose of the 
SALT (Sod Solutions Accredited Licensed Turfgrass) 
program and secure more detail on how the 
program works. 
 
SALT Application Form – Enroll a grass into the SALT 
program and pay the application fee. 
 
SALT Accreditation – Participating farms can 
generate a certificate of accreditation to provide to 
their customers. 

Plant Stock Request Form – Once a sod producer 
has executed a turfgrass license agreement, they 
can be approved to secure plant stock for any Sod 
Solutions Variety. This form provides us with the 
latitude and longitude of the southwest corner of the 
field where the turfgrass variety will be planted. Joel 
Lane or your Sod Solutions Territory Manager will 
visit the farm for field preparation and pre and post-
planting inspections upon form completion. 
 
 Expansion Notification Form – To ensure the 
genetic purity of all Sod Solutions proprietary 
turfgrasses, licensed producers are required to notify 

Resources for Licensed  
Sod Solutions Producers
Last year, Sod Solutions launched SodProducers.com so all licensed turfgrass  
producers could easily access and navigate educational materials and resources.
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Sod Solutions before any expansion. The purpose  
of this notification is twofold:

1. To enable the inspection of the plant material 
to be used for expansion. 
 
2. To ensure that the expansion is taking place 
on land that has been sufficiently prepared, 
particularly for those grasses that require 
participation in either Sod Solutions Accredited 
Licensed Turfgrass (SALT) or any AOSCA-
approved agency.

This DOES NOT include the initial plant stock 
planting, which is a separate process. 
 
MARS – The Monthly Acreage Reporting System 
(MARS) is used by licensed sod producers on a 
monthly basis to keep tabs on production acreage, 
currently available acres and for paying royalties. 
In 2022, we added some new features making the 
system not only easy to use but efficient for office 
staff as well.

Turf Logistics™ – This resource will take sod 
producers to the Turf Logistics™ website where 
they can learn more about farm management, 
distributor logistics and eCommerce available 
through this sod industry software. For sod 
distributors, Turf Logistics provides enterprise-
level routing and driver apps to streamline your 
delivery and installation business. For sod farms, 
Turf Logistic apps will manage orders, invoices, 
harvesting, accounting, and delivery. Even customer 
communication is a breeze when real-time 
information is updated as weather, traffic, and 
other variables affect the customer experience.  
Best of all, Turf Logistics solves the complex 

back-end logistical hurdles to make online sales 
seamless. Now your business can launch a fully 
automated eCommerce platform to sell grass 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. 
 
Marketing Toolkit – The Sod Solutions Marketing 
Toolkit provides a complete resource to find flyers, 
images, logos and more of all of our proprietary 
turfgrass varieties.

2023 Turf Review – This link goes to a 
downloadable pdf file of this publication.

2022 Mid-Year Turf Review – This link goes to  
a downloadable pdf file of the 2022 Mid-Year  
Turf Review
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The Legacy Continues  
at Florida’s Bayside Sod

PRODUCER PROFILE

For the past 35 years, Bayside Sod has been 
supplying turfgrass along the west coast of Florida. It 
all started back in 1987 when Jack Bispham’s family 
left the dairy business and he decided to venture into 
the turfgrass industry. He started the business with a 
20-acre field of St. Augustine grass in Sarasota, FL.

Unfortunately, his first field of St. Augustine did not 
survive and he had to start all over again. But that 
didn’t stop him. Bispham expanded from 20 acres to 
about 270 acres in the early 1990s and then in 2006 
he added a second location, expanding the company 
to 350 acres.

“Growing up I always noticed that my dad was a 
really hard worker. He was up and out of the house 
by six or seven o’clock and didn’t come home till 
seven o’clock. He had a really hard work ethic,” 
shared Bispham’s daughter, Tiffany Bailey, who is 
now the CEO of the business.

She said that growing up on the farm, she didn’t have 

much of an appreciation for the farm like she does 
today. “I really didn’t develop a passion for it until I 
went to college and started exploring the options of 
what I liked and thinking about what I wanted to do. I 
ultimately decided to get a degree in horticulture and 
come back.” While attending the University of Florida, 
Bailey realized her four siblings didn’t have any 
interest in joining the family business, so she started 
to think of coming back to work on the farm as an 
opportunity to help her dad and create a legacy. 
She came on board in 2006 and then her brother 
Paul Bispham ended up joining Bayside Sod as the 
Production Manager in 2016. Two of their sisters’ 
husbands also work for the business. Mark Royce is 
the VP of Sales and co-owns Bayside Sod with Bailey. 
The other brother-in-law, Evan Stobbs leads their 
logistics and service operations. 

Industry 
Bailey has been impressed by technological 
advancements for mowing, irrigating and fertilizing 
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(Above) Jeff Murphy, Tiffany Bailey and Mark Royce. (Page 9) Tiffany Bailey, Paul Bispham and Jack Bispham.
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grass over the years. She said there has been more 
technology on soil and tissue samples and they’re 
able to grow a crop faster because of innovations 
that have come along in the industry. “I’ll tell you 
what hasn’t changed is the people. I remember being 
young and my dad would take us to trade shows and 
field days and I always loved the people and they’re 
still that way. I think it’s a very collaborative industry. 
I love that and that hasn’t change.”

Bayside Sod has grown to 900 acres consisting of six 
different turfgrass varieties. Bailey said the demand 
for EMPIRE® Zoysia is the highest it’s ever been and 
they’re harvesting all 80 acres they have as quickly as 
they can. She said in the past, when they first started 
selling EMPIRE it would take them a while to sell the 
15 acres they grew.

Bayside Sod also grows CitraBlue® St. Augustine, 
the newest St. Augustine release out of 
the University of Florida. Bailey said 
the color of CitraBlue really stands 
out next to the other varieties it’s 
growing beside, especially when 
they take drone shots of fields. 
“Our customers really like that 
as well, so that’s definitely its 
standout attribute,” she added.

Bailey stresses the importance 
of research and development in the 
industry. Bayside works alongside the University 
of Florida and Sod Solutions which has allowed them 
to know and grow newer varieties that perform 
better in the field and landscape. “I think the 
collaboration in the industry is good all around.”

Turf Logistics 
In 2019, Bayside Sod implemented the software 
platform Turf Logistics to help streamline business 
operations throughout the entire sod harvesting 

process. “It has helped us grow. We have six different 
locations and the company was getting beyond me 
taking orders from my cell phone while I was on the 
mower. We expanded to where I couldn’t be doing 
those types of things, so we hired another layer of 
employees and someone to run our office. Right 
when we did that is when we got Turf Logistics, so 
it just helped us get a running start. It was perfect 
timing,” Bailey said.

Two years ago, Bayside Sod started delivering 
orders and they incorporated the Turf Logistics 
truck routing. “It has been super helpful. Overall, it’s 
helped me as a business owner with some structure 
as I was growing the company.” Bailey also said she 
likes being able to see what is going on at each of 
their multiple farm locations from one software. 
“I love how it keeps communication between the 
harvesting crews and the office smooth,” she said. 

 
Growth 

When Bailey took over from her dad 
when he retired in 2019, Bayside 
Sod added its third and fourth 
farm. “I’d always wanted to grow 
the business because I love 
people. My favorite thing about 

my company is its employees. We 
have an absolute standout culture at 

Bayside Sod that has completely fueled 
our growth,” she said.

Bayside Sod has grown to 28 employees and since 
they have been expanding so much over the past 
few years, Bailey hired Jeff Murphy as the company’s 
COO about six months ago. She said this was to 
create some structure and help execute things better 
throughout the company with solid management 
in place. Murphy has a corporate background so 
she looks forward to how he will help facilitate 
operations.
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PRODUCER PROFILE

Myles Kubicek, owner of Kubicek Turf Farms has 
always been surrounded by the turfgrass industry in 
some way or another. Now, managing a successful 
operation in Wharton, TX, he is glad his interest in 
turfgrass turned into a passion.

Kubicek and his wife Emily, both grew up in 
Wharton and have been together since high school. 
Emily’s father is Glen Rod, owner of Rod Farms in El 
Campo, TX. Rod is a former Turfgrass Producers of 
Texas (TPT) president who has been very involved in 
the industry.

Kubicek graduated from high school in Wharton 
in 2005 and went to Blinn Junior College for a year 
before transferring to Texas A&M. While at Texas 
A&M, he worked on the Penberthy Intramural 
Fields and got a job at the turf field lab helping with 
mowing and the research side of things. In college, 
he bought some equipment and mowed yards as a 
side job as well.

While in college, he roomed with Seth Thomas, son 
of Emory Thomas who owns Thomas Turfgrass in 
Wharton, TX. “I never worked for Glen or for Seth or 

Story By Cecilia Brown

All Roads Led to Sod Farming  
for Myles Kubicek
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his dad but I was always seeing their work and liked 
the looks of it. None of my family has ever worked 
on a farm.”

Kubicek studied agronomy with a specialization in turf 
and graduated in December 2008. Emily had a cousin 
whose husband was running a satellite office in El 
Campo called Texas Multi-Chem. “They were a sports 
contractor that built and renovated athletic fields. 
They also worked with school districts all over the 
state. I did a lot of the fertilization and spraying jobs 
for the school districts and fields for them,” he said.

Kubicek had been working at Texas Multi-Chem 
for about a year and a half when he and Emily got 
married. From there, his launch into the turfgrass 
business was unlike most other farmers he knew 
whose families and lives have been in the industry 
for decades.

Destined for Turfgrass 
Kubicek and Emily were at a wedding on a ranch 
near the Oklahoma- Texas border when he got into 
a conversation at the reception with someone who 
ended up changing his whole future. They’d been 
speaking to Brooke, a former classmate of theirs 
from high school. Brooke’s father, Larry Viktorin, ran 
Viktorin Green Turf (VGT).

Upon introduction, Kubicek recognized Viktorin 
from Wharton and the two began talking about the 
turfgrass business. He told Kubicek he’d recently sold 
a lot of his sod farms but had kept two smaller fields 
that were 75 acres each.

Kubicek explained to Viktorin that he and Emily had 
just gotten married and he didn’t want to be traveling 
all the time. “I kind of just threw it out there and said 
‘hey if you’re ever interested in selling your business 
or your grass farms, let me know.’ It was probably 
two months later and I was headed out of town to 
Loredo to work for the next four nights when I got a 

call from Mr. Viktorin,” he said.

He asked Kubicek if he was serious about their 
conversation at the wedding and Kubicek said he 
was but wasn’t sure if he could afford it at that very 
moment. Viktorin explained he was still deciding if he 
wanted to sell all of his land but asked if they could 
get together to talk about leasing the land or making 
something work.

“I was only 24 years old when I started the grass 
farm and came into the business. We worked out 
a leasing agreement for the land and I purchased 
his equipment. He had some employees on hand 
working on the little bit of land he had left. It 
was 150 acres total and that’s how I got into the 
business,” Kubicek said. “I knew very little about 
the sod production side of things. I’d been on the 
maintenance side and Mr. Viktorin was a big mentor 
and still comes around. We have a really good 
relationship and if it wasn’t for him, I may not still be 
in business.”

Kubicek said he’s thankful for his business expertise 
to guide him. He said his father-in-law has also been 
helpful in answering any questions he’s had along 
the way. “I’m surrounded by really good people and 
I’ve got really good employees that take pride in 
what they do. If it wasn’t for them I wouldn’t have 
anything.”

He signed the paperwork in March 2011 for the two 
75-acre farms. Kubicek said he was nervous, didn’t 
really know what he was doing and was significantly 
younger than most of his employees.

“On my second day, Mr. Viktorin came and said there 
was another 75 acre-farm nearby and the guy who 
owned it was ready to lease or sell the farm. I told 
him I didn’t know what I was doing but he told me 
to trust him and to do it,” Kubicek said. “We went 
to talk to the seller and he made me a deal. So on 
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my second day in the business, I added on another 
75 acres. Over the years I’ve expanded and now we 
have six locations and 1,400 acres of turfgrass.”

Expansion 
When it comes to business growth and expansion, 
Kubicek credits the overall success to his loyal 
customers that support his farm, the farm’s 
production quality and good customer service.

“We had a really good secretary that passed away 
about a year and a half ago. I miss her and she was a 
big part of the growth of our business. Her name was 
Judi Hamby,” he said.

His wife, Emily has her CPA license and was working 
in accounting when Kubicek bought the sod farm. 
They were living in Richmond and decided they 
wanted to move to their hometown of Wharton, 
closer to the farm. Emily told him she would move 
back as long as she could be a teacher. So, she was a 
school teacher until Ms. Hamby passed away. When 
that happened she quit teaching and came to do the 
books at Kubicek Turf Farms and still works part-time 
with another secretary answering phones.

Although he has a secretary, Kubicek still gets orders 
from customers that he talks to and visits to see 
how they can improve or resolve problems from 
time to time. “We need to know what we need to 
improve on, issues they’re having and try to get them 
corrected. I’ve got some customers that have been 
with me a long time and we have kind of grown 
together,” he said. “I can ask them what their Spring 
is going to look like or their predictions for next year. 
I can ask what grass I need to grow more of or what 
grasses are doing well in their markets.”

He said their high-quality turfgrass is retained by 
his good employees paying attention to detail. “I try 

to ride around and check the different farms to see 
what needs to be done or improved on. If we get 
complaints from a customer that keeps us on our 
toes to stay alert. I don’t want us to get lazy.”

Kubicek Turf Farms has 20 employees. “Without 
them, we wouldn’t have anything. They’re very 
good,” he said. Currently, he’s growing eight different 
varieties across his farms, including Cobalt® St. 
Augustine, Palmetto® St. Augustine, Raleigh St. 
Augustine, Celebration® Bermudagrass, Tahoma 31® 
Bermudagrass, Innovation® Zoysiagrass, Emerald 
Zoysiagrass and Palisade Zoysiagrass.

Cobalt St. Augustine 
Kubicek served as the TPT Vice President in 2020. He 
enjoyed getting insight and opinions on the industry 
and listening to what others had to say while he was 
in that position. “I’m involved in the TPT and we are 
funding some research. I did the Cobalt St. Augustine 
with Texas A&M and I was a foundation grower. Now 
there’s a group doing the same thing with A&M again 
to fund some zoysiagrass trials,” he said.

PRODUCER PROFILE

Cobalt® St. Augustine plant stock cut on Sept. 9, 2022.
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Kubicek Turf Farms has been actively involved with 
the Texas A&M AgriLife Research program over 
the past few years. He explained his involvement 
stemmed from two industry members encouraging 
him to grow research trials. His father-in-law and 
Aland Wittig called him one day to explain they’d 
spoken to Texas A&M Turfgrass Breeder Dr. Ambika 
Chandra about the St. Augustinegrass research lines 
in development as a replacement of TamStar. Rod 
and Wittig encouraged him to contact Texas A&M 
about becoming one of the sod farms selected to 
plant the eight elite lines of St. Augustine moving 
forward in the research trials in the summer of 2018.

Kubicek planted the eight varieties of St. Augustine 
from just a few trays and expanded little by little as 
the grass began to establish. They harvested and 
expanded the lines by hand since it was not a small 
production area. Cobalt St. Augustine was selected 
as the top-performing line from the trials and was 
released from the Texas A&M AgriLife Research 
program earlier this year.

“We’re excited about it. Hopefully, it’s gonna be a 
good variety. We’ve actually had some calls on it, 
so it’s getting its name out there already. That’s 
probably due to some of the industry trade shows 
and what Sod Solutions does to market new grasses. 
We haven’t had any issues with it on the farm yet, so 
hopefully, it stays that way. It’s done well for us every 
time we’ve harvested and expanded it.”

Kubicek said a lot of the data on Cobalt has shown 
it has good shade and drought tolerance, which 
are two traits a lot of his customers call looking for 
in a new variety. Kubicek Turf Farms has multiple 
customers that distribute their products.

Future 
Kubicek said they have good days where he wants 
to keep growing and expanding the business and 

others where he wants it to stay at its current 
size. “We have three boys that I’m hoping will be 
interested in coming on board and working here,” 
he said. Kubicek’s sons are Layton (3), Easton (6) and 
Greyson (9).

Kubicek said Jason Otto, their farm manager, does all 
of the spraying and fertilizing on the farm. They also 
have two full-time mechanics, Gilbert and Daniel that 
help keep the different locations running smoothly.

Kubicek said seeing a product throughout 
production, to being harvested and shipped out, to 
watching the plants grow back in is his favorite thing.

“There’s just something about looking across and 
seeing a nice beautiful and manicured lawn for acres 
and acres. Being able to harvest that and send it 
out to customers where they’re then able to plant it 
and watch it grow,” he said. “It seems like there are 
always challenges that we have to handle and I’m 
kind of addicted to it. There are times I don’t even 
need to go to work or we’re rained out but I’ll still go 
and check things out and see what I can find.”

Kubicek enjoys running Kubicek Turf Farms and looks 
forward to their industry involvement into the future.

Layton, Easton and Greyson Kubicek at the farm.
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PRODUCER PROFILE

Fifty years ago, Jim Simpson founded Simpson 
Sod Company. Jim, who’d grown up on a farm in 
Mississippi carried his love for agriculture and 
farming throughout his life. The farm he was 
raised on produced sweet potatoes and cotton, 
raised cattle and had a dairy operation. When he 
went to college at Mississippi State, Jim changed 
his major during his first year to agriculture and 
later was among the first turfgrass graduates from 
this college.

After he graduated, Jim met Martin Beck, a sod 
farming pioneer growing grass in Alabama. The 
two started a 50-acre farm together near the New 

Orleans area and called it Mid-South Turf. When 
they sold the farm a few years later, Jim was ready 
to have a farm of his own.

So, in 1972, Jim bought 100 acres of farmland in 
Covington, Louisiana and founded Simpson Sod 
Company. Jim and his wife Bettye raised their two 
children, Andy and Jeff on the farm. While they’d 
spent their youth helping on the farm, by the 1990s 
both of their sons had started their careers in 
different places and were raising families. Jeff lived in 
Chicago with his wife and Andy was a pharmaceutical 
sales representative raising two children at the time 
with his wife, Shelly, in Texas.

Story By Cecilia Brown

A Golden Anniversary for  
Simpson Sod

Jim Simpson cutting sod by 
hand in the early days of 
Simpson Sod Company.
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“We were very happy in Texas and one night we were 
having dinner with Jim and Bettye discussing the 
future of his sod farming business. Jim told us about 
his different ideas, with a main one being that he was 
considering selling the company to his employees,” 
Shelly said. She remembered being in shock at 
dinner and couldn’t understand why Jim would want 
to sell Simpson Sod after all the years he’d spent 
building the business.

“We went home and I told Andy I felt like we were 
supposed to take over and move to Louisiana and 
do this. My whole family was there in Texas and 
I knew that meant we’d have to leave them. But I 
think God put it on my heart that we were supposed 
to do this,” she said.

At the time, she was working as a Certified Public 
Accountant with no background in sod farming. But 
Andy and Shelly decided they were supposed to take 
over the business and so they moved to Louisiana 
with their four children to start their venture in 
turfgrass in 2000.

Growth 
“The fact we’ve been here for 50 years and 
technically are a family-run, second-
generation company is huge. We talk 
about it all the time. Jim sacrificed 
for many years and nobody knew 
who he was when he first moved 
here, but he built a reputation of 
integrity and quality to create a 
name for Simpson Sod. People in 
this area know who we are because 
we’ve been here so long,” Shelly said.

She went on to explain the company 
grew as more machinery and harvesting 
equipment came about over the years. When the 
business first started, Jim and his team harvested 
grass with a sod cutter and stacked each piece by 

hand onto the truck. Then they started using forklifts 
and gradually progressed to using the equipment 
they operate with today.

A vast majority of Simpson Sod’s grass ends up as 
a homeowner’s lawn, Shelly shared. “So, a lot of the 
way we conduct our business and our focus, or niche 
is for the homeowner market. There are very few 
farms that sell and deliver one pallet of grass like we 
do. We’ll do those orders all day long. We’re not like a 
normal farm in that regard. Our bread and butter is 
selling to homeowners in our market from pieces to 
a few pallets of sod.”

Their farm also utilizes Turf Logistics software to aid 
with invoicing and orders. Although they’ve been 
using it for a long time, this year they plan to add the 
truck routing and driver applications to streamline 
communication from harvesting to delivery to a 
customer. “Since we’re a little different, my truck 
driver might have one load with 13 drops. So, it 
can be a little more technical and we’re excited to 
see how it works for that.” Shelly added they like 
that Turf Logistics is geared specifically to help the 
turfgrass industry and they find it helpful for their 

business operations.

Prior to Hurricane Katrina hitting 
their region in August 2005, Shelly 
said the farm was not located on 
a high-profile road. People would 
drive to find them as they were 
the only sod farm in the area. 

“Katrina changed all of that with all 
of the destruction and rebuilding. 

All the farms in Foley, AL had to start 
supplying grass over here in Louisiana. It 

forced a lot of people to be transplanted 
here which changed the demographics of 

this area to grow with new construction,” Shelly said. 
They sold the land their office was on at that time and 
moved onto U.S. Highway 190, where they operate 

Shelly Simpson
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more of an outlet now that sells grass and chemicals 
while assisting landscapers and homeowners with 
questions they have about their lawn.

Over the past 20-30 years, Shelly said that the 
area around their farm has exploded. “It’s more 
desirable for people to live here and we’ve seen a 
huge demographic change as more people have 
moved here.”

Grass Varieties 
“The growth in our area has allowed us to grow as 
a company. We expanded to different varieties and 
when Jim first met Tobey Wagner of Sod Solutions, 
he decided to start growing different grasses that 
would change our business. In 1995 my father-
in-law signed the contract to grow Palmetto® St. 
Augustinegrass.”

In 2000, Simpson Sod signed a contract to grow 
EMPIRE® Zoysiagrass. “I believe we were the first 
farm to grow EMPIRE in Louisiana. For the first five 
years, we spent probably hundreds of thousands 

of dollars in advertising on the radio to promote 
EMPIRE since no one knew what it was. My yard was 
the very first yard of EMPIRE zoysia in our area,” 
Shelly said. She explained putting the money that 
they did into promoting EMPIRE is still one of the 
best things they’ve ever done. 

Kirk Triplett at TPC Louisiana after Simpson Sod 
supplied Celebration® Bermudagrass for the course 
in 2019.

In 2019, Simpson Sod supplied 35 acres of 
Celebration® Bermudagrass for the TPC Louisiana 
course in time for the PGA Zurich Classic of New 
Orleans tournament. “They worked with us and we 
actually grew Celebration for the entire golf course 
which was a really big deal for us. We still deliver 
grass there from time to time for renovations and 
small projects,” Shelly said. Simpson Sod is currently 
supplying three acres for a project this month at 
TPC Louisiana. Shelly explained seeing their grass 
on a notable PGA Tour tournament was pretty 
surreal for them.

PRODUCER PROFILE

Kirk Triplett at TPC Louisiana after 
Simpson Sod supplied Celebration® 

Bermudagrass for the course in 2019.
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A Family Operation 
Simpson Sod employs 30 people between the farm, 
office staff, sales and installation crews. When Jim 
started the business, Simpson Sod was spread 
among several locations but when Shelly and Andy 
bought the business, they spent the next six years 
moving all of the farming operations to one location 
in Poplarville, MS on one piece of property, removing 
all the leased properties. “We have had a little less 
than 900 acres that we’ve been farming there since 
about 2006-2007.”

Shelly explained that she could not run Simpson 
Sod without her business partner, Kirk Triplett who 
has held every role in their operations. She said 
coming into the business with no experience in 
farming or turfgrass operations, she relied heavily 
on Jim and Kirk’s expertise to be successful over 
the past 20 years.

“Jim poured his knowledge about farming, 
chemicals and management into Kirk. When he 
retired between 2000-2002, Kirk was in charge of 
all farming operations from planting, harvesting 
and everything in between. He’s worked on 
and off since high school for Jim so he’s done 
everything there is at Simpson Sod from farming, 
making sales calls for the grass, installing sod, 
running crews to driving an 18-wheeler for the 
transportation of sod,” Shelly said.

In 2008, Kirk’s son, Bobby started working for the 
business driving trucks and delivering sod for a little 
over five years. From there, Bobby transitioned to going 
to the farm and he became an assistant for his father. 
“He’s awesome. He cares greatly and it’s good because 
they bounce ideas off of each other. We’re training him 
for a point later on in the future when Kirk decides to 
retire to take over his position,” Shelly said.

“For me personally, it was a crazy decision 25 years 
ago but it honestly has been the best decision we 
ever made and I personally cannot imagine doing 
anything else with my life. I absolutely love what 
we do,” Shelly said. “Not just what we do but I have 
amazing people that work for me and most of them 
don’t leave.”

Most of Simpson Sod’s employees have been with 
the business anywhere from 5-37 years. Kirk has 
been with the company for over 30 years and 
Bobby has been there for 14 years. “This whole 
operation, even though we aren’t blood-related, it 
just feels like we’re a family. I can’t imagine doing 
this without them.”

“If I think about what 50 years mean to me, it means I 
get to come to work every day with awesome people 
and I truly couldn’t have done what I’ve done over 
the years without them. It’s truly been a team effort 
in everything that we’ve done.”

If I think about what 50 years mean to me, it means I get to come 

to work every day with awesome people and I truly couldn’t 

have done what I’ve done over the years without them. It’s 

truly been a team effort in everything that we’ve done.

— Shelly Simpson, Simpson Sod Company

“

”
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The road to college football’s national championship 
regularly goes through this stadium, Alabama’s 
Bryant-Denny. The Crimson Tide has made it a 
staple of winning titles under legendary coach 
Nick Saban. Making a program great takes an 
all-around effort from not only the team and 
coaches but those behind the scenes. This field is 
Athletic Grounds Director Jon Dewitt’s baby. Like 
a coach, he expects nothing but the best from his 
facilities which is why his grass of choice, Latitude 
36® Bermudagrass helps make life easier. Its cold 

tolerating abilities mean overseeding with ryegrass 
isn’t needed and from a playability standpoint, it 
helps make Alabama tick.

“We don’t overseed anymore and one of the 
reasons is because of the Latitude but the striping 
effect, the dark light from the mowing pattern is 
so profound that people think that…that ‘they’ve 
overseeded’ and that speaks to its aesthetics. It’s got 
a very fine leaf texture and color,” said University of 
Alabama Athletic Grounds Director, Jon Dewitt. 

Secrets to Success:  
Latitude 36® Bermudagrass at  
Alabama’s Bryant-Denny Stadium

STADIUM SPOTLIGHT
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Years ago, Louisiana State University (LSU) decided 
to move to Celebration® Bermudagrass across 
their sports facilities. Over the years, the athletic 
grounds staff has installed Celebration at all 
campus sports facilities including the crown jewel, 
football’s Tiger Stadium. Across the maintenance 
spectrum for Celebration, the LSU grounds staff 
have been innovators. They continue to produce a 
championship product year in and year out.

“For us at LSU, all our athletic fields that we 
compete on are all Celebration. So the (football) 
stadium, softball, soccer, our practice facilities, Alex 
Box, our baseball stadium, they’re all Celebration 
as well. Celebration for us just works and it’s a good 
fit,” said Trevor Austin, LSU Sports Turf Manager.

LSU resodded Tiger Stadium in late Spring 2022 
and has been pleased with how the grass holds 
up to vigorous play. Austin explained Celebration 
has been successful, especially on the practice field 
where it takes the biggest wear and tear. “That’s 
where we play with our culture practices a little bit 
to see what we like and don’t like. Anything we’ve 
thrown at it, it’s responded very well.”

LSU’s Horticulture Leader, Sheldon Rodgers likes 
Celebration for its aggressiveness. “It can take the 
abuse so we do a lot of top dressing, verticutting 
and aerifying to cut those stolons. What we’ve found 
is typically when you cut it lower it looks better. And 
it can be down in southern states so this is like the 
best place to have it,” he said.

Cajun Celebration: LSU’s Grass  
of Choice in Baton Rouge

STADIUM SPOTLIGHT
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Most people take old desk supplies or some new 
ideas with them from one job to the next. But 
Nashville Soccer Club (SC) Groundskeeper Adam 
Portenier took much more when he left FC Dallas in 
September 2019.

Portenier, who’d been at FC Dallas for five years 
brought his love for a turfgrass variety from one 
Major League Soccer (MLS) stadium to another. 
Both teams play on Latitude 36® Bermudagrass, 
a fine-textured and cold-hardy bermudagrass 
developed by Oklahoma State University.

“Actually, on my very first day at FC Dallas, we 

tore out 419 and put Latitude 36 Bermudagrass 
in during my first week. So I got to get hands-on 
experience with it at Dallas, which is one of the 
busiest fields in the U.S.,” he said. During his time 
there, in addition to the MLS schedule, Toyota 
Stadium also hosted 3-4 concerts a year, 15-19 high 
school football games each fall, the Frisco Bowl, 
the FCS Championship game and 22-25 high school 
soccer matches in the winter.

“After going through that schedule with that grass, 
and some years we didn’t have to re-sod at all, I 
knew this was a grass that would be able to handle 
the workload here. It’s kind of the same setup,” 

Story By Cecilia Brown
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Nashville SC Starts Season with 
MLS Proven Bermudagrass

STADIUM SPOTLIGHT
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Portenier said. “It’s a very proven grass and the 
maintenance plan and cultural practice that Allen 
Reed set up there (Dallas FC) and that I learned 
under, we were pretty much able to get through 
anything and everything that they threw at us.”

Portenier has completed nine seasons in the 
MLS with the past three at Nashville SC. Before 
he worked in soccer he worked in baseball, at 
Haymarket Park where the Nebraska Cornhuskers 
and a semi-pro team played. From there he worked 
for the Texas Rangers, which led him to a position at 
Dallas FC.

“I really didn’t know much about soccer at all, I was 
just looking for a change of scenery and to move 
up in my profession.” He also said he was fortunate 
for the referrals that helped him get his position in 
the MLS and enjoys the sport now that he’s learned 
more about soccer.

New MLS Stadium 
Nashville SC has created a buzz among sports fans 
in Tennessee. Bringing an MLS team within five 
minutes of downtown is new and exciting. In 2022, 
Nashville SC opened the largest soccer-specific 
stadium in the United States and Canada with 
30,000 seats inside. The team played their first two 
seasons in the league at  Nissan Stadium nearby.

The new stadium, GEODIS Park, overlooks the 
historic Nashville Fairgrounds. GEODIS Park 
features a 360° canopy roof, lower, mid and 
upper-level seating, club seating areas on the main 
concourse, club and press seating on the top level 
as well as suites on the west side of the stadium.

Grass Selection 
Nashville SC first considered using other turfgrass 
varieties they had on in the team’s temporary 
training facility. “But overall, I went through with 
what I was comfortable with and what we’d had great 
success with Dallas. I didn’t see the need to change 
from a grass that has been proven day-to-day.”

Through his experience with so many events and 
rigorous play on Latitude 36 there, he knew that 
the quick recovery of the grass was one reason 
he wanted it in Nashville. He recalled after several 
games back to back, they’d work on the grass and 
within a few days, all divots would be fully filled in.

“It’s just a very aggressive grass. It has a good 
color which is not the most important thing but 
aesthetics usually have a big factor for people 
above me that look at the field. The ability to 
handle wear was my highest priority,” he said. 
“Stadiums aren’t slowing down. They’re just getting 
busier and busier with events, whether it’s soccer 
or concerts and I’m sure down the road we’ll host 
football games after the season.”
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Just before the season started, while it 
was overseeded with ryegrass, Portenier 
adjusted the mowing heights to get the grass 
low and tight, to ensure the fast playability 
that Latitude 36 is known for. “Every player 
has been really impressed with how the 
ball rolled, the smoothness of it and the 
consistency of the pitch. So far everybody’s 
very impressed with this field,” he said.

Nashville SC sourced the Latitude 36 from 
Atlanta-based Precision Farms. Portenier 
visited the sod farm in May 2020 to see the 
grass in advance of installation. 

A Natural Grass for MLS 
“My opinion is there shouldn’t be artificial 
grass in professional sports. I think we have 
the technology now with grow lights, with 
data we’re pulling to grow grass that if the 
climate and zone is right; I think Latitude you 
can get a lot out of and a lot more on it. It’s 
always worth trying to go grass first and push 
through because in my opinion even a grass 
field that maybe not be 100% is still safer than 
an artificial field,” he said. 
 
Portenier encourages other MLS teams 
looking for a new grass variety to consider 
Latitude 36. In addition to Dallas FC and 
Nashville SC, Orlando City SC, Inter Miami CF 
and Los Angeles FC all use Latitude 36. “So 
you’re looking at five fields in the MLS with 
Latitude and they’re probably all towards the 
top every year in quality and playability and 
coverage. You never see these fields beat up. 
I think just overall in this league Latitude is a 
very proven grass.” (Top) Latitude 36® Bermudagrass installation at GEODIS Park.

(Bottom) Opening match at GEODIS Park in May 2022.
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Developed by the University 
of Florida’s Turfgrass Breeding 
Program and funded by 20 
Sod Farm members of the 
Turfgrass Producers of Florida, 
CitraZoy® Zoysiagrass is the 
result of 13+ years of research 
and development. 2022 saw 
the first commercial availability 
of CitraZoy in Florida, and sod 
producers and the end-users 
alike are offering praise for the 
newest Zoysiagrass. To hear from 
one landscape professional on 
his experience with CitraZoy, scan 
the QR Code. 

CitraZoy offers a premium,  
fine-bladed look for homeowners 
while also providing better winter 
color, stronger disease resistance 
and a superior response  
to drought. 

Florida sod producers are rapidly 
expanding their initial plant stock 
material and soon there will 
be over 100 acres of CitraZoy 
Zoysiagrass in production on the 
Florida peninsula. 

In many parts of the world, 
Celebration® Bermudagrass has 
become a standard for home, 
commercial, golf and sports 
applications. Celebration provides 
end-users a beautiful blue-green 
color, extreme wear resistance, 
good shade tolerance for a 
bermudagrass, excellent drought 

resistance and recovery and superb 
blocking in the form of sod.

In Texas, the commercial and homeowner 
market has been strong for Celebration. 
So much so, that in the last 24 months, 
several licensed producers have expanded 
their Celebration acreage for a combined 
total of over 1,000 acres.

CitraZoy® Zoysiagrass Well  
Received by the Florida Market

Celebration® Bermudagrass  
Acreage Expansion in Texas
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Sod Solutions has launched 
a new application for the 
landscape industry within its 
Software Technology business 
unit. SatQuote™, a map-based 
measurement and quoting tool 
was created to help outdoor 
service providers manage all 
aspects of measuring, designing 
and quoting jobs remotely or 
onsite. SatMeasure Technology™ 
is a suite of tools that provide 
property owner information, 
boundary data, drawing and map 

Sod Solutions Launches SatQuote™ 
with SatMeasure AI Technology™
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manipulation features, high-resolution imagery, and AI 
measuring assistance. 

“Outdoor service providers will be able to save money 
and deliver bids faster by utilizing SatQuote’s full 
suite of tools on desktop, tablets and mobile devices. 
Understanding the details, layout and measurements of 
potential work before wasting time and money driving 
to the site will save business owners and salespeople 
significant time and allow them to focus on the highest 
profit jobs. Our SatMeausure Technology AI and 
measurement tools are a game changer,” said Founder 
and Chief Technology Officer, Drew Wagner.

SatQuote™ is an online tool and mobile app that 
combines high-quality aerial and satellite imagery with 
an AI-powered, easy-to-use measurement and design 
system to create, share and manage map-based quotes 
with customers quickly and easily. This new software 
application will make it easier for outdoor service 
businesses to win more jobs by streamlining the process 
of managing leads, accurately measuring, creating 
designs, estimating labor and materials, and creating 
high-quality quotes that sell.

Whether just starting out, or a large company with 
hundreds of branches, SatQuote will save time, keep staff 
organized and combine the work of multiple tools in one 
easy-to-use platform. SatQuote annual plans range from 
$150-$600/yr and include a 14-day free trial. Subscribe, 
learn more, or schedule a demo at SatQuote.com.

MEASURE • DESIGN • QUOTE • WIN
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Turf Logistics had a successful 2022 and is ready 
to roll for 2023 and beyond. Currently, 70 farms 
are running various versions of the Turf Logistics 
software platform which includes 1,352 actual users 
and over three billion square feet sold so far using 
the system.

Turf Logistics farm management software 
technology has adapted alongside market changes 
over the past few years, making it a more user-
friendly software able to accommodate both 
small and large sod farms alike. While farms have 
migrated to high-tech equipment, the front offices 
of these businesses have also had to embrace 
technology updates. Instead of several outdated 
programs to get the same job done, Turf Logistics 
provides a single, streamlined supersystem as the 
farm operations grow and scale.

In 2023, Turf Logistics anticipates continuing to 
grow in the market as there is a strong demand 
for grass and the demand for efficiency is there. 

Using an end-of-year survey, the TL team plans to 
implement new components that farms would like 
to see in the software. The main addition will be a 
new marketing component where the farm re-
connects with a customer post-sale to maintain an 
ongoing relationship.

“I think one of our biggest strengths is listening to 
our network of farms,” said Jacob Long, Turf Logistics 
Software Sales Manager. “We use feedback to update 
and change the system adapting with the market 
so farms can be assured that as things change, we 
change with them, based on their needs.”

If you are ready to modernize in 2023, visit 
TurfLogistics.com to schedule a demo or a time to 
ask questions.

Turf Logistics 2023 Update
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY

It coordinates everything in one place. We can look at it on our 

phones, we can use it on several different computers and it’s 

very accessible. Our business is very mobile and Turf Logistics 

is mobile with us.

— Beth Strickland, Owner of Southern Accent Sod, Warner Robins, Georgia

“

”
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Craig Potts 
After 27 years spearheading turfgrass operations for Texas A&M Athletics, 
Craig Potts joins Sod Solutions Professionals as Project Manager. Potts 
started at Texas A&M as Assistant Athletic Fields Manager in 1996. After 
20 years, he was promoted to Director of Sports Fields in the spring of 
2016. In this position, he managed numerous sports facilities, working hard 
to keep fields in pristine condition. 

In his new role, Potts will visit facilities and sod farms helping manage the selection of turfgrass, meet with 
groundskeepers and contractors for upcoming projects and use his experiences to make suggestions for a 
successful project or field. 

“It is very exciting to welcome Craig to our Sod Solutions Professionals team. I have known Craig for over 15 
years and see the respect he has within the industry and the impact he continues to make. His extensive 
knowledge in sports field maintenance and construction makes him the perfect addition to our team. We 
are lucky to have Craig,” said Director of Sod Solutions Professionals, Erin Wilder.

Martín Ignes 
Martín Ignes joins Sod Solutions as the new Director of Retail and 
Professional Development for Florida. He has an undergraduate degree in 
Agricultural Engineering from the University of Buenos Aires in Argentina 
and a master’s degree from Mississippi State University in Plant and Soil 
Sciences with a Weed Science Concentration. 

Ignes will help continue to build Sod Solutions relationships with authorized distributors, preferred installers 
and licensed turfgrass producers throughout Florida. He will help to increase communication and education 
of our brands within the Florida market. 

“I am thrilled to welcome Martin to our team and look forward to how he will help continue to grow 
our business operations throughout the state of Florida. Given his experience and knowledge of 
turfgrass maintenance and agriculture, I believe he will be a valuable asset in maintaining these industry 
relationships,” said the Director of Florida Operations for Sod Solutions, Mark Kann.

Sod Solutions Welcomes  
Two New Hires

COMPANY UPDATES
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